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Spring Forward
red

with

black

INNOVATION!

Bounce back from a brutal winter by jumping onto the bandwagon of
innovative add-on services and drive your business barometer out of the
red and into the black. Smart new solutions = happy clients, more
services and more money. Don’t get left behind!

T

echnology moves so quickly it can feel hard to technologies keep evolving and getting “smarter,” so
keep up, when even a “simple” cell phone choice do salon services. Consumers and beauty professionals
can be dizzying. But, sifting through the options keep challenging manufacturers to improve speed and
and ﬁnding the solution that best meets your needs is results, and to deliver new options and experiences.
Here, in this special section, we spotlight some of
worth it—you end up being better connected and more
the most innovative new service opportunities for 2011,
productive than ever.
The same strategy applies to your salon business and spell out how you can leverage each to add more
Example is for illustration purposes only. Pricing is at the sole discretion of the retailer or salon. Actual results may vary. Not all products or offers available in all areas.
and *service
menu. Just as cell phones and other dollars to your business and personal bottom line.
More MODERN at modernsalon.com,

modernsalon.TV and

facebook.com/modernsalon
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REVENUE

Tell Them “You Have
the App for That!”

REVOLUTION

Clients are ready for better, faster, more. Establish
your salon as a “beauty innovation authority” by
offering them bright new ideas that introduce
beauty enhancements within every aspect—hair,
skin care and nails. A few tips:

The current explosion of innovation we’re experiencing in the beauty industry detonates new
bursts of income for your salon. This special
Beauty Biz Trend Report identiﬁes four additional proﬁt niches that will multiply your spring
and summer dollars. The plus is that exceeding
client expectations generates repeat, retail and
referral business—and that, as they say, is priceless!

• Know the story: Script your front desk with time-

of-booking suggestions for add-ons that add up.
• Tell everyone: Be sure every client who calls in

or walks in learns from your reception team about
advanced treatments and formulas they may not
be aware even exist, as well as options to speed
up familiar services, or that “little something
extra” just to welcome spring.
• Cross-promote: Acquaint all stylists, estheticians, nail techs and assistants on your team with
these same selections to discuss with clients in
their chairs.
• Market your message: Develop marketing campaigns and advertising slogans around the new
technologies to position your salon as a forwardthinking, rejuvenating destination.
• Don’t forget Facebook! Be sure that your insalon signage, salon menu, web site and social
media efforts are ALL in sync with promoting
your “innovation image,” and introducing your
updated service options.

Show clients how they can:
1. Choose their texture. Today there’s no
reason for clients to complain about frizz,
excessive curl, lack of body or thinning hair.
Armed with keratin treatments, conditioning
services, advanced product formulas and heat
tools, your clients can have the hair of their
dreams every single day.
2. Save time. From quick highlight brightening and conditioning services that cut daily
styling time to nail color that lasts two weeks
and hair removal that eliminates plucking
time, you have the answer to one thing every
client is looking for—more hours in the day.

In other words, to ensure you successfully use
innovation to move the growth pattern of your
salon revenue from red to black, do all you can to
reinforce the message that your salon is boldly
addressing clients’ hair, nail care and skin care
needs and helping them to transition, beautifully,
to a new season.

CLICK ON THIS
>> Stay up to date on all the latest
“beauty apps”! For new service
ideas and product offerings, log
onto cosmoprofbeauty.com.
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4. Stay safe. Beauty at any cost? That’s
never in fashion. Salons must be more careful than ever to use the highest quality products that keep clients and their hair, skin and
nails free from harm.

ard!

The Red to Black

Fashion: Jacket from V.O.D.

3. Raise their beauty to the next level. The
latest technology offers clients a degree of
beauty that their mothers (and fathers) simply didn’t have available to them. Watch their
delight as you help them to discover what
it’s like to have a clean and healthy looking
scalp, forever-fresh and glossy hair color,
natural-looking applied eyelashes and customized nail shades. And don’t forget the
guys! Men’s business is booming at many
full-service and specialty salons, and many
manufacturers are customizing products and
service solutions to make salon experiences
like hair color and other treatments more
male-friendly.

Report

Hair by Greg
Bitterman for
Beauty System
s Group
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Gloss and Shine
ON THE MENU

Color Touch Glossing

TARGET CLIENT
INNOVATIONS

Market it separately to color and non-color clients.

Next Level of Beauty + Speed + Safety

DO THE MATH*
Color Touch gives color-shy clients their ﬁrst look at hair color, which can
convert them to a hair color client, or it can build the ticket for regular
color
g
al
clients. If you charge $40-$75, your potential
gross revenue increase could be:
• $40/Color Touch
• 20 clients/week
• $800/week x 52 weeks = $41,600/year

THE SERVICE
CE
BUZZ
>> The gentle, ammonia-free Color Touch
demi-permanent formula with Light²Color
Complex takes just 5-15
minutes to deliver beautiful, multi-tonal dimension, depth and shine
for 4-6 weeks, gradually
washing out with no line
of demarcation. It can
be used alone, as an
enhancement to a hair
color service or as a highlights refresh between color
appointments. The shade palette offers a range of
rich, natural color featuring fashion-forward shades
for every result from gray blending to vibrant red.
It accommodates the colorist’s preference with
application by either bowl and brush or bottle.
“Color Touch is a great way to show clients the
benefits of color,” says Aura Friedman, Wella
Professionals Color Ambassador. “They will see
incredibly beautiful, multi-dimensional results and
added shine that makes hair appear even healthier

looking and still natural.
adding on
natural I recommend
rec
Color Touch even if it’s just a clear gloss because it
takes only ﬁve minutes and will give that long-lasting shine for up to six weeks.”

DON’T MISS THIS
In May, Wella Professionals will launch Brilliance, a
care and styling line for color-treated hair that engages all the senses for a stimulating experience and
results that you can immediately see, touch and smell.
It leaves hair incredibly soft for an overall luxurious
experience that will help you to retain clients.

“Wella Professionals remains a leader in salon innovation and trends by releasing each year’s four looks
for Trend Vision, inspired by everything from fashion
to architecture to technology,” notes Aura Friedman,
Wella Professionals Color Ambassador. “Wella is
also at the forefront of fashion each season by collaborating with designers in New York, Milan, and
Paris to create the looks seen on the runway.”

* Example is for illustration purposes only. Pricing is at the sole discretion of the retailer or salon. Actual results may vary. Not all products or offers available in all areas.
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Scalp Help
ON THE MENU
O

Nioxin Scalp Renew Treatment

TARGET CLIENT Any hair client, male or female, whose hair is
T
f
fragile,
has started thinning or has become ﬂat and dull from product
b
buildup.
INNOVATIONS

New Concept + Speed + Next Level of Beauty

DO THE MATH*
T
This
service is recommended every 4-6 weeks. Ask your clients to
c
come in 15 minutes before their appointment so that you can apply
tthe cream and massage it into the scalp for 10 minutes. If you
c
charge $50, your potential gross revenue increase could be:
• $50/Nioxin Scalp Renew Treatment
• 10 clients/week
• $500/week x 52 weeks = $26,000/year

THE SERVICE BUZZ
>> Beautiful hair begins with the skin on the scalp.
Nioxin’s Scalp Renew Treatment, a 10- to 15-minute scalp dermabrasion—a facial for the scalp—
delivers immediate results by removing buildup on
the scalp from products and the environment, clearing any sebaceous gland blockages and sloughing
off dead cells.
“We recommend Scalp Renew to at least 75
percent of our clients,” says salon owner and Nioxin
Ambassador Sonya Dove. “I’ve been surprised at
how many clients like the idea of treating their
scalp, and once they have it done they usually repeat
it. They notice that it stops breakage and has so
many positive aspects. Who doesn’t want bright,
shiny hair and a clean scalp? Plus, Nioxin products
all are very light and smell fantastic!”

DON’T MISS THIS
Scalp Renew works best when supported by athome care with Density Restoration and Nioxin’s
3-Part System. According to studies, this comprehensive combination has been shown to reduce
hair breakage by 54 percent.** It also helps salons
achieve their retail goals.

Nioxin education focuses on helping stylists during
the consultation to approach their clients about
any hair thinning issues. Studies show that thinning
is a concern for 7 out of 10 salon clients.** “This
treatment is very simple, and that has made it easy
for our salon pros to explain it to clients,” Sonya
Dove reports. “We also gave the treatment to all of
our stylists so that they could recommend it from
personal experience.”

** Based on Nioxin research

* Example is for illustration purposes only. Pricing is at the sole discretion of the retailer or salon. Actual results may vary. Not all products or offers available in all areas.
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Priority:
Healthy-Looking Hair
ON THE MENU Joico’s K-PAK Hair Repair
O
air
T
Treatment
and Age-Defy Haircolor
TARGET CLIENT
T
IINNOVATIONS

Every hair client.

Next Level of Beauty + New
ew Concept

DO THE MATH*
D
R
Raise
your hair color fee by a modest $10 to move color clients up to a
K
nti-aging color, and they will
K-Pak Hair Repair Treatment and Age-Defy anti-aging
n
notice an immediate difference, as will you on your bottom line—without
a
ial gross revenue
adding one minute to your time. Your potential
iincrease could be:
• $10 additional/Vero K-PAK Age-Defy Hair Color
olor
• 20 clients/week
• $200/week x 52 weeks = $10,400/year

THE SERVICE BUZZ
>> The cornerstone of all Joico products is
Quadramine Complex, a patented technology that
repairs and maintains healthy-looking hair. K-PAK
products contain the highest concentration of
Quadramine Complex, repairing and reconstructing from back bar through retail. Joico’s latest
advancement, Vero K-PAK Color’s Age-Defy Haircolor,
also incorporates Quadramine technology to reconstruct hair as you color; its 3-Defense Technology
appears to reverse the signs of aging by improving
hair’s texture, luster and color—TLC redeﬁned!

Strengthening its commitment to producing green
power onsite, this year Joico/Zotos joined the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Green Power
Partnership and made EPA’s Top 20 Onsite Generation
list. EPA estimates that the company’s green power
is equivalent to avoiding the carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions of nearly 900 passenger vehicles annually.

DON’T
DON’
DO
N’T
T MISS THIS
In March, Joico launched the K-PAK Quadraion ProDryer. Infused with keratin technology and its own
smart-ion generator to maximize moisturizing negative ions, the powerful, ultra-lightweight dryer dramatically reduces drying time. This follows last year’s
tremendously successful launch of another revolutionary tool breakthrough, the K-PAK ReconstrRx VaporIron.
When used with ReconstRx VaporFuel, the VaporIron
has been shown to decrease hair breakage by 40+ percent, reduce color loss due to daily shampooing and
thermal styling by 33.5 percent and minimize curl
reversion even after 12 hours in 90 percent humidity.**
“The K-PAK ReconstRx VaporIron and VaporFuel
with Quadramine Complex can be offered as an insalon ‘Infused Hair Repair’ service for healthier looking
hair,” says Candy Gebhart, senior director of marketing, Joico/ISO. “At $20 per service, a salon can add
$30,000 in revenue.”*
** Based on Joico research

* Example is for illustration purposes only. Pricing is at the sole discretion of the retailer or salon. Actual results may vary. Not all products or offers available in all areas.
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Highlighting Help
ON THE MENU

Goldwell’s New Blonde Highlight Recharge Service

TARGET CLIENT Anyone who wants to eliminate regrowth
challenges between highlight services.
INNOVATIONS

New Concept + Speed
In just ﬁve minutes, this service revitalizes existing highlights at the halfway
mark. Lifting the darker, natural hair up to 1.5 levels, New Blonde softens
harsh contrasts that develop between appointments.

DO THE MATH*
A client who gets highlights every 12 weeks would come in at the six-week
point for the Recharge. If you price Recharge at 30-50 percent of your
highlighting fee, your potential gross revenue increase could be:
• $30/New Blonde Highlight Recharge Service
• 30 highlight clients/week
• $900/week x 52 weeks = $46,800/year

THE SERVICE BUZZ
>> “New Blonde is part of Goldwell’s strategy to
support and partner with our salons by giving them
tools to increase their revenue through new service
concepts and exploiting new areas of business,”
says Diana Carpenter, brand manager of color and
texturizers. “At Goldwell, innovation rules.”
• Topchic shades reﬂect popular and runway trends.
• The exclusive Depot System delivers precise measurement, limited waste, customized color formulation and a professional image when displayed
in front of clients.
• The new Color Box provides growth-producing
turnkey concepts such as permanent Color
Centers—central units for the color consultation,
formulation, application and merchandising.
• Recently launched Men ReShade, which fades on
tone, blends gray in ﬁve minutes at the shampoo
bowl.
“From our research, we know that salons average 30+ highlight services a week,” says Carpenter.
“New Blonde allows the salon to introduce new
service concepts and increase their revenue by up
to 30 percent!”**

New Blonde also is ideal for supporting a full highlights service. By softening the base level between
highlighting sections, New Blonde creates a seamless, natural blonde look.

** Based on Goldwell research

* Example is for illustration purposes only. Pricing is at the sole discretion of the retailer or salon. Actual results may vary. Not all products or offers available in all areas.
More MODERN at modernsalon.com,

modernsalon.TV and

facebook.com/modernsalon
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Smooth and
Straightforward
ON THE MENU

Simply Smooth Keratin Treatment

TARGET CLIENT

Anyone who seeks sleeker, more

manageable hair

INNOVATIONS

Customized Texture Management

DO THE MATH*
If you or your salon performs an average of six treatments per
week and charges $200-$450 per treatment, then:
Your potential increase in gross revenue could be:
• $200-$450 per Simply Smooth Treatment
• 6 treatments/week
• $1,200-$2,700/week x 52 weeks = $62,400-$140,400/year

THE SERVICE BUZZ
>> Keratin hair smoothing has
exploded as a top-selling salon service category in just three years.
In an effort to comply with standards, Simply Smooth puts every
batch of product through independent lab testing and openly
provides stylists and clients
with straight facts about the
chemistry. Simply Smooth gives
clients a full range of longevity and frizz and curl reduction options.
“When marketed properly, this product is for anyone who comes into the
salon,” says Doreen Guarneri,
Simply Smooth co-creator. “It’s
not like a chemical straightener, because the client
still can style her hair

Before

straight or curly, but now it will be humidity-resistant. The hair and the curl will stay calmer.”

DON’T MISS THIS
>> Simply Smooth’s fastest-growing service is Color
Lock, which doubles as a keratin treatment and clear
gloss for hair color clients. No extra booking time
is necessary, and Color Lock is a great way to introduce clients to the beneﬁts of keratin smoothing.
Or, make the introduction through either of Simply
Smooth’s two take-home keratin treatments.

“We’ve taken a stance on keratin treatments,” says
Louis Guarneri, co-creator of Simply Smooth. “We
will email you certiﬁcation from an outside lab. Every
company should let stylists and clients know what
they’re breathing.”

After
* Example is for illustration purposes only. Pricing is at the sole discretion of the retailer or salon. Actual results may vary. Not all products or offers available in all areas.
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Three Sure Things
American International Industries (AII), a leader in developing innovative beauty
and skin care products for the past 40 years, offers three areas to boost your
income while expanding your salon’s full service promise.
ON THE MENU

GiGi’s Super Fruit Brow & Lip Wax

TARGET CLIENT

Anyone who could beneﬁt from an
eyebrow arch or upper lip fuzz clean-up.

INNOVATIONS

New Concept + Next Level of Beauty

DO THE MATH*
This easy upsell relies on the stylist’s recommendation.
Switch up the service for men by combining a unibrow
and upper neck clean-up. Your potential:
• $20/Super Fruit Brow & Lip Wax.
• 20 clients/week
• $400/week x 52 weeks = $20,800/year

ON THE MENU

China Glaze Swirl Nail Art

TARGET CLIENT Women who love unique nails,
because no two are alike!
INNOVATIONS

New Concept + Speed

DO THE MATH*
Price this as you would any nail art service. The unique
nature of it attracts new nail clients. Your potential:
• $20/Swirl Technique
• 20 clients/week
• $400/week x 52 weeks = $20,800/year

ON THE MENU

Ardell Eyelash Application

TARGET CLIENT
INNOVATIONS

Every woman.

Next Level of Beauty + Speed

DO THE MATH*
Everyday women can now have the
glamorous look they see on actresses
and supermodels. Your potential:
• $15/Full Set of Eyelashes
• 20 clients/week
• $300/week x 52 weeks = $15,600

THE SERVICE BUZZ
>> GiGi introduces two waxes containing high
concentrations of vitamins and antioxidants
and creating a healthy looking, relaxing aromatherapy experience for clients. “We’ve combined
the most powerful Super Fruits—acai, blueberry,
cranberry and
b
pomegranate,”
reports
p
esthetician
Susie Augustin,
e
aassociate brand manager.
“We call it ‘skin care meets
“
waxing.’”
w

THE SERVICE BUZZ
>> “China Glaze treatments make a great addon service, because they bring in a level of individual pampering,” says Rachel Schafer, China
Glaze nail artist. “Pair the wide range of crèmes,
shimmers, iridescents, pearls,
neons, glitters, glass-ﬂecked and
metallics with a service like our
swirl technique to achieve endless possibilities for customizing
a client’s visit.”

THE SERVICE BUZZ
>> Ardell lashes offer unique comfort for the
woman wearing them and couldn’t be easier for
the salon professional who’s applying them.
Ultra-light and easy to remove, the human hair
lashes are attached with an innovative adhesive
la
that
guarantees lash security while protecting
t
your
client’s own lashes and eyes.
y
“Beauty pros can show the dramatic transformation
achieved with a set of lashes,” says
m
Anne
Moratto of American International
A
Industries (AII). “It’s an instant facelift!”

* Example is for illustration purposes only. Pricing is at the sole discretion of the retailer or salon. Actual results may vary. Not all products or offers available in all areas.
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14-Day Nails
ON THE MENU

CND’s Shellac Long-Lasting

Manicure/Pedicure

TARGET CLIENT
INNOVATIONS

Everyone in the salon.

Timer Saver + Safety

DO THE MATH*
Charge 50 percent more than your fee for traditional
manicures and pedicures. The key is that an
appealing menu item like this moves previously
non-nail clients into nail services, so you’re earning
new money. Your potential increase in gross
revenue could be:
• $22/Shellac Manicure
• 30 new clients move into nail services each week
• $660/week x 52 weeks = $34,320/year

the day, so their proﬁt goes up. ‘Shellac has
saved my business’—that’s what we’re
hearing over and over.”

DON’T MISS THIS

THE SERVICE BUZZ
>> Because a Shellac manicure retains its ﬂawless,
glassy liquid shine for a minimum of two weeks, clients
will never have to take time to polish their own nails.
The product goes on easily, keeping a manicure appointment to 30 minutes—while hair color is processing,
perhaps—but also is easily removable so that if the
client decides to take it off herself, she does not risk
damage to her nails.
“Shellac is almost as easy as applying nail polish,
and we’re ﬁnding that stylists are ﬁlling in spaces in
their book by performing the service themselves,”
says Kimberley Natale, CND vice president of marketing. “This enables them to do more services in

One of only a handful of nail companies to
maintain an in-house Research and
Development lab that creates an individual
formulation for each of the 24 shades—
building to 36 by year’s end—CND has been
a pioneer in nails since 1979. In addition to
providing complimentary, in-salon training
for all full Shellac salons, the company posts
step-by-step instruction videos and downloadable pdfs
on its website.

Shellac is perfectly suited for pedicures, which last
even longer—up to four weeks. “In wintertime,”
says Natale, “rather than heading out into the snow
wearing ﬂip-ﬂops, pedicure clients can slide their
feet right into their Uggs because the nails are 100
percent dry at the completion of the service.”

* Example is for illustration purposes only. Pricing is at the sole discretion of the retailer or salon. Actual results may vary. Not all products or offers available in all areas.
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